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Purpose
This manual accompanies a videotape entitled
"'Dirigible Symbol Systems." It is best to view the
videotape before using this manual. The manual
summarizes the techniques shown in the videotape,
gives additional background and technical informa-
tion, and supplies recordkeeping forms.

The program is for teachers, speech-language patho-
logists, other support staff, and parents who work
with individuals who have severe/multiple sensory
disabilities. The program was developed during a
study of the use of tangible symbols by children and
youths with dual sensory (vision and hearing)
impairments. Most of these individuals had severe
cognitive disabilities as well. The techniques are also
suitable for individuals who do not have sensory

impairments but who have severe communication
deficits due to other disabilities.

Any individual who is not capable of making the
transition from presymbolic communication (ges-
tares) to abstract symbolic communication (formal
language) might be a card' date for tangible symbols.
Potential candidates are individuals with autism,
severe mental retardation, severe sensory impair-
ments, severe developmental disabilities, orthopaedic
impairments, or a combination of these disabilities.
The techniques are appropriate for all agesinclud-
ing irtfan s in the home environment, children and
youth in educational settings, and adults in rehab-
ilitation settings.

Introduction
Speech is only one of many ways to communicate;
research on the development of communication in
infants without disabilities has shown that parents
and infants communicate with each other soon after
the infant is born (Bates 1979; T ateson 1975; Bruner
1975; Kaye 1982; Lewis and Rosenblum 1977; Schaf-
fer 1977). This knowledge has led to the understand-
ing that individuals with severe communication
deficits can learn to communicate using preverbal
behaviors such as gestures and gross vocalizations.
Many individuals who cannot use a formal language
(such as speech or manual t. language) learn to
communicate spontaneously by using gestures such
as p rinting, extending objects, or hand-guiding.
Some individuals who don't learn on their own to
use these gestures may be taught to use them
(McLean, Snyder-McLean, Jacobs, and Rowland
1981; Stremel-Campbell, Johnson -Dorn, Clark-Guida,
and Udell 1984).

Gestures are widely understood and are effective for
communicating about the here and now, but they do
not allow communication about specific entities or
concepts not immediately present. For instance, we
may point to or touch the food that we want to eat,
but how do we communicate that we want a drink,
if there is no cup or drinking fountain close by that
we can point to or touch?

Normally developing children might pantomime the
act of drinking from a cup if they didn't know the
word drink. This would be an example of "natural"
sign- languagea symbolic gesture that represents the
act of drinking. But this sort of symbolic vivre does
not appear in nu,.sy individuals who have vision and
hearing impairments or severe cognitive im-
pairments. Many of these individuals do not progress
beyond the use of conventional gestures to the use
of any sort of symbolic representation, be it a sym-
bolic gesture or more conventional symbols such as
spoken words or manual signs.

Many individuals who are unable to communicate
through conventional symbols such as speech or
manual signs can learn to use tangible symbols
objects or pictures that bear a concrete relationship
to the visual or tactile properties of the entities they
represent. Tangible symbols look like or :eel like those
entities. This program was developed as part of an
investigation of communication training strategies for
children and youth who have severe cognitive im-
pairments and both vision and hearing impairments.
The strategies would be equally applicable to older
individuals and to individuals without sensory im-
pairments who are not able to acquire speech or
manual sign language.



A number of alternative symbol systems have been
developed for use with nonspeaking clients. These
have been reviewed by Musselwhite and St. Louis
(1982), Schiefelbusch (1,; 1), and Silverman (1980).
Increasingly, nonspeech symbol systems have been
used to stimulate communication by nonspeaking
persons with severe disabilities, with generally
encouraging results (Kiernan 1983; Lloyd and Karlan
1984). But most nonspeech symbol systems require
rather h.igh cognitive ski ls as well as good visual
acuity. Examples include Blissyrnbolics (Mc Naughton
and Kates 1 ), Picsyms (Carlson and James 1 ),
and Rebus (Woodcock, Clark and Davies 1969), all
of which use graphic representations. The NonSLIP
program (Carrier and Peak 1975) uses three-dimen-

sional plastic forms to train simple grammatical rela-
tionships. Though tactually discriminable, the
NonSLIP symbols are completely abstract forms,
with no perceptual relationship to their referents.
'No- and three-dimensional symbols that relate more
obviously to their referents might fill a need that the
above systems have left unmet.

Van Dijk (1966-67) iacorporates the use of objects as
symbolic representations into his communication
training techniques for children with dual sensory
impairments. This progran;1 use of tangible symbols
is an outgrowth of van L. 1 's workinterpreted by
Stillman and Battle (1984) which in ttrn is based
upon the theories of Werner and Kaplan (1963).



Ilibat Are Tangible Symbols?
Symbols represent or stand for other things, such as
people, objects, places, activities, and concepts.
Unlike gestures, symbols allow a person to refer to
entities that are spatially distant (e.g., in another
room) or temporally distant (e.g., occurring in the
past or future).

Referents are what the symbols stand for or represent.

Abstruct symbols are those that make up languages,
such as speech, manual sign language, and printed
language. Abstract symbols have an arbitrary rela-
tionship to referentsthere is no obvious relationship
between the symbol and the physical properties of the
referent. They generally do not look like, sound like,
or feel bite the referent that they stand for. Other types
of abstract symbols include Braille and Blissymbols.

Concrete symbols do bear an obvious physical rela-
tionship to their referents. The symbolic gestures that
children sometimes use (or that adults use when
playing charades) are one type of concrete symbol.
These gesiures are iconicthey visually mimic the
shape or movement of the referent. For instance, the
child below seems to be using a symbolic gesture to
say big or ball.

A k gesturea type of concrete
symbol.

Similarly, a child might make a buzzing sound to
indicate a bumblebee, mimicking the auditory prop-
erties (the sound) of the referent. This sound would
be another sort of concrete symbolan auditory sym-
bol. Sometimes auditory and gestural symbols are
combined; for instance, when a child indicates the
smoke rising from her father's pipe by making an
upward spiraling motion with her hand and accom-
panying this symbolic gesture with a "whooshing"
sound.

Tangible symbols are a subset of concrete symbols.
They may be either three- dimensional (objects) or
two-dimensional (ix:tures). They have the following
properties:
1. They are iconic. They bear a dear perceptual rela-

tionship to a referent and thus make lower
demands on cognitive abilities than do abstract
symbols.

2. Because they are permanent, they make lower
demands on the user's memory than du speech
and signs. Since tangible symbols need only be
recognized out of a permanent display of symbols,
they require only recognition memory, a lower
level of cognitive skill than recall memory.

3. They are manipulable. They may be picked up and
handed to someone, or placed next to a referent.

4. They may be selected or indicated through a sim-
ple motor response such as touching or pointing,
placing low demands on the user's fine motor
abilities.

5. Three-dimensional tangible symbols are tactually
discriminable, so tha an Individual without sight
may distinguish between them.

The figure on the next page shows where tangible
symbols fit into a progression of communication from
presymbolic or gestural communication to the use
of abstract symbols or language. For some, tangible
symbols may help bridge the gap between gestural
communication and formal language systems. For
others, tangible symbols may represent the ultimate
level of communicative competence.

Tangible symbols do have some disadvantages. They
are often bulky and not very portable. They are also
very unconventional; since few people use them, it
is sometimes difficult for others to understand that
they constit ite a real communication system.

10



A

Level of
Communication

Presymbolic

Concrete Symbolic

Abstract Symbolic

Means of
Communication

Primitive and
conventional gestures

Symbolic gestures
Tangible symbols

Objects (Three-
dimensional)

pictures (Two-
dimensional)

Speech
Sign language

rinted language
Braille
Anstratt shapes

(e.g., NonSLIP)
Abstract graphics

(e.g., Blissymbols)

The most common use of objects as symbols has been
within calendar systems, concrete calendars (see
Urnholtz and Rudin 1981), or anticipation shelves,
which originated in interpretations of van Dijk's work
with deaf-blind children (see Stillman and Battle
1984). These systems use objects to represent the
major activities of the learner's day. Prior to each acti-
vity, the learner is taken to the calendar or shelf to
collect an object used in the activity. The object helps
the learner anticipate the coming event.

Here is a typical calendar box. The box has partitions
for each activity, and the three dimensional symbols
are arranged from left to right in the sequence of the
day's activities. The learner knows what comes next
by retrieving the object that symbolizes the activity
from the next compartment. When an activity is com-
pleted, the symbol is removed or covered up. This
calendar box has flaps to cover the compartments for
completed activities.

a

A calendar box

At the beginning of the day, you may construct the
day's calendar with the learner and converse about
the planned activities as the symbols are placed in
then compartments. This is a rich context for commu-
nication; the major purpose of most calendar sys-
toms, though, is for scheduling or time management.

Here, Tony uses a calendar box to obtain informa-
tion about the next activity in his schedule. Note that
the symbols are not used for communication, which
must involve another person.

7bny's 10-compartment stationary calendar box

4

Tony takes the object from the next full
compartment.

11
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Holding the symbol, he travels to the area for the activity
npresalted by the symbol . .

-NO.

. . . and begins work on the task.

This program will show you how to use tangible sym-
bols for both expressive ?nd receptive communica-
tion throughout the day. Some uses will incorporate
the calendar box concept; others will not. In all cases,
the use of the symbols will involve another person
and will therefore result in communication. Here,
since Tony directs his use of the symbol to his teacher,
his calendar system becomes a focal point for expirs-
sive communication.

t

i

7bny signals to his teacher that he has finished his activi;y .

0

1,4

s I

-. . and er they go to the calendar
hax, where Tony the foe the
next activity into her hand.

The teacher signs yes, right into his
hands to confirm his' selection..

12
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. . . and 'limy sds off to the appropriate activity area.

Here are three more examples of individuals using
tangible symbols for expressive communication-com-
municating something to their teachers:

a specific food item from his teacher by &tending a
item.

Ilk

During free play, Adam points to the of the toy he desi

6

AAAA =

Now he touch the toy that cormspinds to the symbol he
selected, his teacher yes . . .

'.4°%.

. . and Mom his play time.

-

At work, David is occasionally allowed to choose the flat task.
His supervisor signs What work? into his hands . . .

13



tactually scan the army 4 symbols for work

David selects the for the deshed task and extends it to his
supervisor communicate that choice.

Ungible symbols may also be used for rrceptive com-
munication. Here are two examples of individuals
using

formation
symbols for receptive communication

receiving information from their teachers.

The teacher hands Adam the sytnbi

ands rs PUY time.

We.
Chries teacher points to a picture of the game she wants.

Chris retrieves the correspontting toy and they

14



Who Needs Tangible Symbols?
For Expressive Communication
Three major indicators suggest that a learner might
use tangible symbols for expressive communication.
1. The learner must have enough intentional fine

or gross motor behavior to indicate or select a sym-
bol. Some possibilities are picking up a symbol,
pointing, eye pointing, and touching.

2. The learner must have some intentions' commu-
nicationbe able to use some means :sucn as
pointing, extending objects, tugging, or h.. 4 guid-
ing) to intentionally control the behavior of another
person. An individual with no means of presym-
bolic communication is not ready for symbolic
communication. For instance: if an individual will
not extend an actual cup to request more to drink,
do not expect the person to extend a symbol for a
cup to make the request. In most cases, the per-
son should learn to use some form of gestural com-
munication before advancing to symbolic
communication.

3. The individual should not have the cognitive ability
to communicate using abstract 53 inbols. Do not
ask a person who can use a higher level of corn-

munication with reasonable efficiency to use a
lower level. The exception to this rule is when the
environment does not support the individual's use
of a higher level of communication. For instance,
a person may be able to use some sign language
but others in the community may not know sign
language. You might teach the individual to use
picture symbols if you thought others in the com-
munity would respond more readily to pictures.
The picture symbols would not replace the sign
language, but would let the person communicate
with a wider audience.

For Receptive Communication
For receptive communication (when the learner
receives information), you may start using symbols
prior to the emergence of intentional expressive com-
munication skills. Use the symbols in association
with specific activities or materials, so that when the
individual is ready to use them expressively, the
symbol-to-referent correspondence has already been
established.

Constructing Tangible Symbol Systems
Let's step back now and look at the components
a tangible symbol system.

of There are two major contexts for finding potential
referents for tangible symbols: within activities and
during the transition between activities.

Referents
A referent is what a symbol stands for or represents.
In determining the vocabulary you want a liarner
to use, you determine what referents you will create
tangible symbols for. At first, train symbols that are
highly functional, highly motivating, and that will
be used regularly and frequently enough that the
learner acquires them as rapidly as possible.

The first referents you target should be those that the
learner has a large number of opportunities to use
every day. Learning is likely to be more rapid if the
referent is also an item that strongly motivates the
learner; many individuals acquire symbols for less
preferred items or activities more slowly than they
do for more highly preferred items. The more rein-
forcing the referent, the greater is the likelihood that
the learner will eventually initiate using the symbol,
which is the ultimate goal of communication training.

Within Adivfties. Activities contain many items that
are used repeatedly and/or are highly motivating. For
instance, during snacks or meals, potential referents
are preferred foods that can be ofiared in small por-
tions so the learner requests them often. In a voca-
tiona context, logical referents would be the materials
that are used repeatedly and that may be presented
one at a time or in small quantities. Virtually any
object-oriented activity has opportunities to use sym-
bols to represent the materials used within it.

Certain materials or equipment inherently foster
communicative exchanges, since the actions they are
associated with are more social than solitary. These
materials make especially good vocabulary. For
object-mediated activities that requiv the help of
another person, the learner may use a symbol to
request the specific object, and then use a gesture
to ask for help wjth or more of the object. For example,

1



the individual may use a swing symbol to i equest to
use the swing, and then use a gesture to request
another push.

Between Activities. While changing activities, tangi-
ble symbols may represent the activities to which the
learner is transitionirig. Since the number of oppor-
tunities for use is of paramount importance when
you first introduce symbols, use tangible symbols to
represent activities that happen frequently (such as
toileting) and regularly (such as meals). It is best if
the activities happen ir. separate areas; the physical
location of the activity is an additional cue to help
distinguish between one activity and another and
helps the learner associate the symbol with the acti-
vity. Some good candidates for representation
through tangible symbols are snack time, recess,
toileting, lunch time, and going home.

Other Categories of Referents. Here are some useful
referents that don't fit either of the above categories.

Finished. This lets the individual indicate that the
person is finished with an activity or with certain
materials used within an activity. It also lets you tell
the learner that the activity is over or that it is time
to move on to new materials.

The Wild Card. Some individuals who use calendar
systems for time management are severely disturbed
by changes in the regular schedule. For them, you
may try a wild card to stand for anything new for
which there is no symbol. For instance, if school pic-
tures are to be taken today, insert the wild card into
the calendar system. The card doesn't specify exactly
what is about to occur, but at least the learner knows
that something unusual is about to happen.

People. It is useful for individuals to be able to refer
to the important people in their environment. Items
of persona identificationsuch as jewelry or a watch
bandcan identify a particular person. One learner
used a tube of distinctively scented lip balm as a sym-
bol for a teacher who wore it regularly.

Types of Symbols
(Levels of Representation)
You have a number of options in terms of the type
of tangible symbol you decide to use. The first deci-
sion is whether to use three-dimensional symbols
(objects) or to-dimensional symbols (pictures). The
learner without sight must use three-dimensional
symbols, since they are tactually discriminable. Use
two-dimensional symbols if the learner has adequate
vision and is able to understand the relationship

16
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between a picture and its referent. Some individuals
may eventuany progress from the use of tangible
symbols to abstract symbol systems, such as manual
sign language. Others seem to require one or more
of the unique features of tangible symbolssuch as
their permanence or their manipulabilityto
communicate.

Three-dimensional s)inbols are tactually discrimin-
able objects. The relationships between symbols and
referents, or levels of representation, range from very
concrete (a shoelace to represent shoes) to relatively
abstract (an abstract shape to represent the concept
finished). Here are examples of several types of three-
dimensional symbols.

Identical Objects. Sometimes an actual object used
within an activity represents that activity or object.
For instance, a few raisins glued to a square of card-
board might be the symbol for raisins.

A few raisins glued to a card make a symbol for raisins.

fa

AIL

joe's cracker symbol is a of graham cracker taped to a card.

Partial or Associated Objects. Sometimes parts of
objects or objects associated with activities can serve
as symbols. For instance, you might use a lunch ticket



(an associated object) to represent lunchtime in the
school cafeteria. A handgrip from a bicycle (a partial
object) can represent bicycle.

Repntsenthrg this musical toy .

. are wine teeth from another one.

This r o c k i n g horse with a yarn tail . . .

1.0

Tire symbol for the tire

. . . is severs! links of chain.

17



The symbol for the

44

The for the playgnnind slide is .

a

..

4,4
cotAT

The hair dryer is represented by

. . . an attachment that is placed on the dryer before it is
turned on.

18



Hanging up or ;thieving a coat .

. is represent& by a awl hook.

Maritime .

El

. . . is represented by a spoon.

Borders. Symbols that bear a very strong
resemblance to their referents (such as identical, par-
tial, or associated objects) can be difficult for the
learner to distinguish from the referent. lb emphasize
the distinction between symbol and referent, you
may need to attach the symbols to some sort of
border, such as a cardboard backing or a square of
rigid plastic. The border makes it clear that the sym-
bol is not for functional use, but is to be used only
for communication.

and for eat and drink 1 are attached to

9



This toy (a part of the toy) is attached to a maven,' base. . is represented by a card covered with mooth multicolored
rubber strips. The symbol shares color an texture with its
referent, but differs :sh shape and size.Do not use the same symbol to represent both an acti-

viiy and an object used within the activity (for
Instance, a milk carton to represent both lunchtime
and milk). The double meaning can be very confusing.

One or Tsvo Shared Features. The symbols discussed
to this point bear a very obvious physical relation-
ship to their referents, since they share a number of
perceptual features, such as shape, size, color, and
texture. The fewer perceptual features that a symbol
shares with its referent, the more abstract it is. A
more abstract level of representation involves sym-
bols that share only one or two features with their
referents, depending upon the sensory abilities of the
learner. Here are examples of symbols that share only
one or two perceptual features with their referents.

The therapy ball, with its smooth, multicolored featui . . .

The oval rocking apparatus with its ribbed surfizce

by a form that is similar in color and tattare.
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,;

This is the thermoform impression 442 pretzel. It shares sae and
shapebut not color or torturewith an actual pretzel. (A
thermoform is a nrised impression molded from thin plastic, *err
used to repoduce Braille d tett).

Aitlficlal Amis. Some referentssuch as loca-
tions, activities that do not involve particular objects,
or equipment without removable piecesdo not lend
themselves easily to representation through tangi-
ble symbols. In other instances, the logical symbol
for a referen may be so similar to one already in use
that it would t e difficult for the learner to distinguish
one from the miter. In such cases, you can artificially
create a symbol, training the symbol -to- referent
association by permanently displayinE the symbol
at the activity site or on the equipment. For
instance . .

Strips of white nonskid tape were
indoor slide.

to the steps of the

[14

Its symbol is a
applied to it.

of woad with the same tape

The worktable was made tactually unique by taping a place mat
to it . . .

. . and is represented by a =die, piece of the same mate

21
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wh*

was to the seat of the rocking chair, and a second star syrnbol that could be placed over the one on
they sit in it.

A small piece of the same fabric is used as the symbol for the
chair.

A hollow star was attached tied to the handle of the door
to the office . . .

the became the symbol for office.

d

A template of a tricycle shape was plated
on the playroom door and . . .

. a tricycle that symbolizes playroom could he
into the cutout on the door, accentuati. -3 the association between
the symbol and referent.

22



SheepsIdn was wanted around the mating horse handk

. d rocking horse is mpresented by a dowel wrapped in
sheepskin.

A pipe of r was tied to the cupboard latch . .

16

Container Symbols. If an activity involves a large
variety of materials or frequently changing materials,
it may not be practical to have symbols at hand for
all possible materials. For instance, it would be dif-
ficult to have symools ready for all the foods that
might be served by the school cafeteria. One solu-
tion is to use symbols for the containers that you use
consistently to present the food or materials. These
may be pictures of the containers or, as in the exam-
ple below, three-dimensional symbols. Show the
learner (visually or tactually) what chokes are within
the containers and then require the learner to use
a symbol to indicate the container for the desired
item. This way, a few symbols can be used to select
a potentially unlimited set of items.

Here is a set of three serving dishes used to contain
the meat, vegetable, and dessert offerings served
every day by the cafeteria. The learner uses symbols
identical to those attached to the dishes to request
the foods, which are served out of the containers.

The small square, circle, and triangle are
the serving dishes. Matching shapes
containers.

23

ly attached to
symbols for the



Some ready -made miniatures (such as dollhouse
furniture, other doll accessories, and necklace and
bracelet charms) can be used as three-dimensional
symbols. These are very convenient if the learner has
the visual and cognitive abilities necessary to under-
stand their meaning. There are three drawbacks to
using miniatures:
1. Individuals without sight will probably not be able

to perceive the relationship between a miniature
and pie full-size object. For instance, the sensation
of sitting in a chairfelt chiefly on the posterior
has no similarity to the sensation of feeling a
miniature don chair with one's fingers.

2. Even individuals with good vision require rela-
tively advanced cognitive skills to perceive the rela-
tionship between miniature and full-size versions
of an object, particularly if the size difference is
very great.

3. Ready-made miniatures are available for only a
rather restricted domain of potential referents.

Two-dimensional Symbols. Two- dimensicna' sym-
bols are pictures of referents. They may be photo-
graphs, colored line drawings, or Back- and -white
line drawings. Sets of generic photographs and line
drawings are commercially available; you can also
produce your own.

Line drawings

PhftraPhs

Determining Which Type of Symbol to Use. The
symbols to be used by any learner should be: (a) per-
ceptible and discriminable by the Kamer; (b) as
abstract in terms of level of representation as the
learner can understand; and (c) as portable as
possible.

It is often difficult to determine which type of sym-
bol to start with. First guesses are often incorrect; an
indivi.lual's abilities can be surprising, once you start
probing the person's ability to associate symbols with
referents. A standardized assessment may not yield
accurate information z .Iarding a learner's symbolic
abilities; often, competence differs from performance,

might be an artifact of history. The Tangible
Symbols Pretest (see Appendix A) will help with the
initial decision. This is simply a format for testing
a learner's ability to match symbols to objects. If
necessary, use the pretest to structure your initial
probes to decide on the type of symbol to start with.

Presenting Arrays of Symbols
Here are some options for presenting symbols, to be
used within and between activities.



Within Activities

ctit.nw.

InOhlei

m Owl

ebtk

,e1 let poi 1. 0.121

S may be on a surface in front of the
korner .

a shallow hay, so the learner knows where the
array symbols begins and ends.

Velem on a elipboani help to sector
these thntedimensional symbols for
presentation in 4 play acty that
involves a lot of movement.

RIO

The compartmcnt prookks stontge for
symbols not M use at the moment.
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Thefnwfovm symbols for the vombodary patinerd to a "c
activity am presented on this prge, with string to mark the
division between each symbol.

The picture vocabulary for a particular activity is organized within
individual booklds, accentuating the limit of the symbol army.

wourrr--

This communication book presents the lea vocabulary.
The activity symbol appears on the -hand ge. opposite the
symbols used within that activity between each section are
color-oxted to match the background color of the activity symbol.

4MMENIMMINEIM 19

Between Adivities

This calendar Lox is no to present three-dimensional symbols. As
each activity is completed, the symbol in the annpnrtment is
aiVertd by a flap.

This calendar system consists of individual picture
booklets for each of the day's activities.

a t

The front of each booklet has a picture representing the activity. .



. while inside the booldd air pidurrs for each item used in . . . and the picture vseddxdary far
keat activity.

C

-AL

This is another calendar system with individual booklets of
pictures for each activity. When an activity is finished, the booklet
is tume or and stored.

Each booklet cover has a picture of the activity

1.1.111.1111.1111111.11 20

Finished is
adivity is over.

of the booklet to indicate that the

Symbols for completed activities are often stored in
a finished box that is kept next to the calendar system.
The box lets the learner communicate about an acti-
vity that is not currently in the schedule by retriev-
ing the relevant symbol from it. Whether or not to
comply with the requested change in schedule is
your decision, but at least the learner has the oppor-
tunity to communicate the request.

Permanent Symbol Arrays. Whether in the
classroom, residence, or vocational setting, it is very
useful to have permanent arrays of symbols at each
activity area, with a common set of symbols for use
by all tangible symbol users. Here is a permanent
symbol array mounted in a school playroom.

27



On the bulletin board are stored the three- and two-
dimensional symbols for all the playroom equipment
as well as the clipboards that are used to carry and
present the symbols. if all learners use the same sym-
bols and if they are permanently available, it is more
likely that staff members will remember to use them
and that learners will start to initiate using them.

This bulletin board provides a may of all
symbols used in the playroom acrd a place to hang the clipboards
used to carry and present the symbols.

Selecting or Indicating Response
Another important considerati4 )rt is the selecting or
indicating response that the le, triter will use. The
targeted response will depend t In the learner's tine
motor and visual abilities as well s the learner's abili-
ty to evoke the attention of another person. For
instance, if an individual merely points to a symbol
without first evoking attention (through eye contact,
tapping, etc.), then the attempt to communicate
might be unsuccessful. But, if individual gives
the symbol to another pe. :he action would
evoke attention as well . .te a symbol.

The targeted indicating response will dictate such
variables as the size of the symbol, whether the sym-
bol is permanently affixed to the array, and whether
the array is portable or stationary. Here are some
response options for indicating a choice of symbols.

11111111.111MINIMML El

After gaining teacher's attention, indicates his choice of
activity by touching the symbol.

foe requests a particidar snack food by Wending the symbol for
that item to the teacher. In the same mow, he evokes her
attention.

7S 14

Isiteach's symbols are attach # to the band with Velcro. She
indicates her choice by removing the symbol from the array and
giving it to the teacher.

28



Chris labels the he has selected by pointing to the
conrsportding symbol from the photo army.

Some individuals show a need or desire not only to
indicate the chosen symbol but to reject the symbols
that are not chosen. When presented with an array
of symbols, the person may select the symbol for the
desired object or activity and then want to push away
the symbols for the rejected objects or activities. The
procedure can be very confusing for thc trainer if the
same behavior is used for both selecting and reject-
ing symbols, so it is important that the learner use
different behav ors. For instance, the person might
give you the selected symbol and push the other
symbols to the side or put them in a box.

Size of the Symbol Array
The Tangilie Symbols Pretest should give you an idea
of how many symbols the learner is capable of scan-
ning and discriminating between at first. If a learner
can already discriminate and select from an array of

five symbols, start with an array of that size. Grad-
ually increase the learner's vocabulary by adding
more symbols. Many individuals start by learning to
use only one symbol at a time and progress gradually
to larger arrays, as outlined below.
1. One-symbol array. With the referent present, of-

fer the learner only one symbol at a time. Require
the learner to grasp, point to, or otherwise select
the symbol. This teaches the required response
(pointing, giving, touching), but not necessarily
the meaning of the symbol. That is, the individual
may learn the correct motor response, but since
you always provide the correct symbol, there is no
reason to learn that any particular symbol is
associated with any particular referent. 'nu ma:
introduce several different symbols this way,
always presented one at a time. Many individuals
begin to understand the symbol-to-referent cor-
respondence at this stage, but their comprehen-
sion of symbols cannot be tested until the next
stage of training.

2. Tao- symbol array. Once performance reaches
criterion with the one-symbol array, introduce one
additional symbol, so the individual has to discri-
minate between two symbols. This is the stage at
which you can ascertain the learner's comprehen-
sion of the one-to-one correspondence between
symbol and referent. (See pages 34 through 37 for
procedures to test comprehension.)

3. Larger arrays. Once the two-symbol display is
mastered to criterion, gradually increase the size
of the array, up to the learner's capacity to scan
and discriminate between symbols.
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Embedding Symbol Use into Functional Routines
Receptive and expressive communication training
should be embedded into functional routines
throughout the learner's day. In this chapter are illus-
trations of teachers and students using tangible sym-
bols as part of their daily routines. Goossens and
Crain (1986) and Musselwhite (1986) provide many
additional suggestions for using symbol,: in a wide
variety of contexts.

Receptive Communication
Throughout the day, use tangible symbols to com-
municate information to individuals, just as you
would use speech or sign language. At lunchtime,
show the symbol for milk as you ask if the learner
wants milk, or to announce that you are going to
pour some more milk, or simply to comaient on what
the learner is drinking. During a vocational task, ask
the learner to retrieve the necessary materials by
presenting the symbol for the materials. Accompany
your use of tangible symbols with the speech you
would normally use or with any sign language the
individual understands. Here are some examples of
receptive communication:

aY

Bryan's teacher used one of his symbols to ask him for a piece of
carrot.

ea

During snack time, joe's teacher shows him the
cracker and he gives her the =responding food item.

In the free-play area, Adam's teacher hands him his three-
dimensional -ymbol for play.

and sighs play time.
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ExpressfIve Communication
When discussing the expressive use of tangible sym-
bols, it is helpful to describe the use of symbols dur-
ing the transition between activities separately from
the use of symbols within activities.

Between-Activity Sequence. Transitioning from one
activity to another offers a rich context for using tangi-
ble symbols. Up to six steps are needed to take the
learner from the termination of one activity through
communication about the next acfivity. Here are the
six steps of the between-activity sequence, with
examples of behaviors that a learner might use at
each step.

Examples of Learner's Behavior
1. INDICATE TERMINATION OF ACTIVITY

Raises hand
Rings buzzer
Gives symbol for completed activity to teacher

2. ACCESS SYMBOL ARRAY
Walks to calendar box
Raises hand to request array
Teacher brirgs array to learner

3. STORE SYMBOL FOR TERMINATED ACTIVITY
Hands symbol to teacher
Puts symbol in finished box
Replaces symbol in array

t SELECT SYMBOL
Picks up symbol
Points to symbol
lbuches symbol

5. DISPLAY SYMBOL
Gives symbol to teacher
Shows symbol to teacher
Gazes at teacher or taps teacher's arm while point-
ing to symbol

6. COMPREHEND SYMBOL
Goes to appropriate area for activity
Shows positive or negative emotion depending
upon preference for activity
Retrieves materials needed for the activity

The display step is critical because without it, no com-
munication occurs. If a learner merely selects the
symbol and fails to involve another person by
displaying it, then the symbol is not being used to
communicate.

Here is an example of a learner using all six steps
of the between- activity sequence:

'41111MIVIL. D

7bnY first for attention by ringing his bell.

hen his request is
current activity by ertending
his teacher.

.iW 1',; he indicates tern:Midi= of the
symbol for the ampleted task to

lie tinsels independently to his calendar
system to gain access to the symbol array .

31



. . and stores the rthe
terminated activity by placing it in the
finished bar next to the calendar.

II ir.!4MIEL t

Hew Tbny scans the army
selects the symbol for the next

and displays the

The teacher confirms his
hand . . .

32
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. . . and Tbny demonstrates that he
comprehends the symbol by traveling
independently to the appropriate arm.

Most individuals, particularly in the initial stages of
symbol acquisition, do not use all six steps of the
between-activities sequence. Note that among the
following examples, most of the learners do not use
all six steps.

Example 1

Brandon and his teacher trail the wall to access the array o)
activity symbols.

111111MMIINIMPON1111111 26

The array is attached to the wall. It serves as a
re(Tence point, to which BnaLlon returns between activities.

removes the
feather . . .

Mg.

1 and is helped to display it to his
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. . who then kelps Mtn place it in his mud:, leaving his hands She then accesses the array and doles the for the
fin r mobilih J this print, the teacher notes any
indication that Brandon comprehends the symbol, such as an
anticiptory iesponse for the wonting activity.

Brandon and his teacher then travel to t
tactually cannines the upholstered chair,
relationship between symbol and referent.

Example 2

Z.A

'

.+W

;0# 4,0 In

SSi

Sandi requests termination of the current activity by handing the
finished and to her teacher:

terminated activity in the finished box.

Samh selects a symbol from her adendan . .

. . displays the symbol to her teacher, who confirms her



S

. . and shows that she comprehends the 1 by traveling to . . and y s it to his teacher.
the correct area.

Example 3

"

At his army of adiviiy booklets, stares thesyri1wlfrtheayheannped.

He then selects the nett symbol in the array . .

11

She confirms his selection, signing yes, eat.

AL

Air

Bryan then demonstrates that he comprehends the symbol by
traveling to the appropriate area
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Restricted mobility may deny a learner independent
access to the array of activity symbols. In some cases,
you may have to bring the activity symbols to the
learner. In other cases, lead the learner to the activity
area and then present the activity symbolsin effect,
requiring the learner to label the area, as in this
example:

When .-- comprehension is assessed, mobility
problems air .,. , by conducting the symbol selection for the
playroom activity at the playroom door. Here Matt selects the
corresponding symbol from an array of three symbols
( d e m o n s t r a t i n g that he c o m p r e h e nd s t h e symbol) - . .

displays it to his teacher, while making eye contact with

29

He further demonstnates his understanding of the
matching it to the identical ring ion artificial symbol)
doorknob.

A learner who comprehends the correspondence
between symbol and referent may take the initiative
to request an unscheduled activity; what appears to
be an incorrect response may in fact be the learner's
request for a change in schedule. Deny the request
if the activity is dearly inappropriate. You may want
to grant it, though, if it .4 for bathroom or for an acti-
vity that can feasibly be completed at that time.

Between-Activities Data Form. It is important for two
reasons that you carefully track the acquisition of
symbols. First, it is essential that the adults in all of
the learner's environments (school, home, and work)
use consistent cues and know exactly what responses
to expect from the learner. For this reason, proce-
dures must be in writing and posted.

Second, evaluation of the learner's progress must be
based on actual data. On the next page is a sample
data sheet to record the cues and responses for the
steps that a learner uses during transitions between
activities. This data sheet allows you to track perfor-
mance for each activity symbol used. It is useful to
analyze the learner's performance on a symbol-by-
symbol basis, so you can discern diffe tential



performance for more- and less-preferred symbols
and referents. The trainer's cue to prompt the
learner's behavior is specified for each step the
learner uses. (No cues are used if independent
behavior is targeted.) The response expected from
the learner is also specified at each step. The activity
symbols are listed across the top.

30

A simple scoring system would be to enter a "+"
when the expected response occurs and a "" when
it does not. Or you might use a more complex scor.
ing system to track types of errors by the learner or
the level of assistance required for a correct response.
A reproducible blank data sheet is included in
Appendix B.
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Stude

Date

Sample
Between-Activities Data Sheet

Tester 771a4,4ci-vc.--"

1. INDICATE TERMINATION of activity

Cue: Uvie440.44004Z
Response:

4isce_iddadr-
Ltglyde .1z4/

2. ACCESS SYMBOL array

Cue-

sr.4,0L

3. Sit.,RE SYMBOL for terminated activity

Cue- (
Response:

4. SELECT SYMBOL

"rte "
Response: iorad

5. DISPLAY SYMBOL

Cue:

Response:

6. COMPREHEND SYMBOL
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Planning the Daily Calendar. TI. ere are many
chances to communicate as you set up the activity
calendar at the beginning of each day. You can sort
thmugh the activity symbols together and converse
about the planned activities as the symbols are placed
in their compartments. You can ask the learner to
label activities using the symbols; for some time slots,
you might offer choices of activities when feasible.
Once a symbel has been placed in the sequence, y©u
or the learner might use the .earner's symbol system
to indicate specific materials or people associated
with each activity.

4

While planning their day at the aziendar, Sarah's teacher asks
what's next?

Sarah selects the for the nett activity and
sequence on the calendar.

it in

NNW 11111101111 [32I

Then they can discuss tit activity further, using the symbols
associatal with it.

Within-Activity Sequence. Activities offer multiple
opportunities to use each symbol if you offer numer-
ous choices of materials, allow short turns at acti-
vities, or supply small portions of reinforcing items.
Here ate the three major steps involved in using sym-
bols within activities, with examples of learner's
behaviors that might be associated with each step:

Examples of Learner's Behavior
1. SELECT SYMBOL

Picks up symbol
Points to symbol
Touches symbol

2. DISPLAY SYMBOL
Gives symbol to you
Shows symbol to you
Establishes eye contact with you while pointing
to symbol
Taps you and points to symbol

3. COMPREHEND SYMBOL
Selects materials that correspond to symbol
Protests if you give materials that don't correspond
to symbol
Selects symbol that corresponds to materials that
learner has already chosen

3 9



Once again, the display step is essential. If the indi-
vidual omit; it, then no comrnurication has occurred,
sink.* the learner has not it-volved another person
in the use of the symbol. Here, a learner demon-
strates the three steps of the expressive communica-
tion sequence within an activity.

At snaddime, Tbny is given a pzge of thermoform symbols for the
available snack foods.

7bny scans the
symbol, . . .

7.71111

arnnj, selects a

. and displays it to his teacher.

teacher signs yes into his hand to rtmfirm his request.

7bny then indicates that he comprehends the
selecting the food that corresponds with it.
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Comprehension Check. The comprehension check
may be accomplished in one of two ways:
1. The learner may choose a symbol from an array

of symbols and then choose the corresponding
item o: activity If the learner chooses the wrong
referent, introduce a correction procedure or begin
a new trial.

2. The learner may choose the desired item or acti-
vity from an array of actual referents and then
choose the corresponding symbol from an array
of symbols. If the student chooses the wrong sym-
bol, introduce a correction procedure or begin a
new trial. Here are examples of this format:

Example 1

At snacktim4 Joe's teacher presents three food items for Joe to
choose front.

' IT,

a

Joe indicates his choice of graham cracker by touching it and
making eye contact with his teacher.

34

the crackers still present, Joe must now label his choice by
the corresponding symbol fwm the two-syrnbol army. The

the* is pvt of the symbol seixtion since once he
has indicated what food he oants, there is only one correct symbol.

OT

Joe then displays the symbol to his teazher.

Example 2

In the playroom, the teacher helps Istteach tactually erplore each
object in the choice array.



&teach then indicates her choice by pushing envy the undesired Then she displays the to her teacher . . .

item and physically orienting toward the desired one.

Now Lateach must label the chosen objet. Her teacher helps her
tactually erplore each o f the symbols in the array.

Wear.* must seled the that corresponds to the chosen
item, showing that she comprehends its meaning.

. . . and they play together with the chosen item.

Periodically during that interaction, the teacher stops the
activity to give Lateach the opportunity to terminate (by pushing
the item away) or to request more . . .



Is
4"" Y _ss,

. . by the teacher's hard and phteing it on the item.

Example 3

Brandon and his teacher tactually
playroom. Once he indicates his

t1. in the

. . . the teacher presents a symbol array. . .

. . . and helps Blandon suet and the symbol.

11.1W11111=

r performing these steps =Teeth', Brandon and his teacher
play with the ball.
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There is no need for a comprthension checkexcept
as an occasional probeonce you are sure that the
learner comprehends the meaning of the symbol.
This sequence, for instance, omits the comprehen-
sion check.

k` kt

t

, t

weV

Bajtv: taps his teacher to get her attention.

He then selects and displays the symbol for milk by handing it to
her, . . .

. . . and she pains him a glass.

Data Form. On the next page is a sample data sheet
or which to specify procedures and record data on
the three-step expressive communication sequence.
Use the bottom of the form to specify the exact cues
and responses you and the learner are to use at each
step. Across the top, specify the exact symbols used
ist each activity. You can evaluate the learner's perfor-
mance across multiple trials for each symbol, using
a different data sheet for each activity. A reprodu-
dble blank data sheet is included in Appendix B.
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Programming for Progress
It is essential that you plan communication program-
ming for both short-range and long-range goals.

Short-Tenn Planning
Communication should be a constantly grow! g skid
but it is easy to let an individual plateau. Set acquisi-
tion Siberia and keep data to determine when criteria
are met. When a criterion (such as "Chooses correct
symbol out of array of two symbols with 80% ac-
curacy over four days, at least three trials per day")
is met, change the procedure to assure a steady learn-
ing progtession. Here are some changes that wffi pro-
mote ready progress, listed in the order in which
you shou'; I apply them.

1. Change the program. The first place to make a
change when a criterion is met is within the pro-
gram. Such a change might involve:

The LNDICA_ NG RESPONSE (e.g., requiring
a point instead of a touch)
The LEVEL OF ASSISTANCE that you offer
(e.g., changing from a verbal plus point cue to
simply a verbal cue)
A change in the TIME DELAY (e.g., changing
from a 3-second to a 5-second delay)
GENERALIZATION (e.g., to a different trainer;
time of day, or location)
A change in the targeted FUNCTION of symbolic
communication (e.g., from a requesting function
to a labeling function).

2. Increase the vocabulary. The next change you
should make is to ADD NEW SYMBOLS as soon
as the learner performs competently using the cur-
rent vocabulary of symbols. Increase the learner's
vocabulary as rapidly as possible, so the learner
is able to communicate about as many aspects of
the environment as possible.

3. Increase the size of the array. Gradually increase
the number of distracter symbols in aie array, as
discussed earlier. The following substeps may be
necessary to ensure that the learner is not ran-
domly selecting symbols, but understands their
meaning and uses them to communicate needs or
d ?sires.

a. Nothing Symbols. Some individuals benefit
from a move to a two-symbol array that con-
sists of the targeted symbol plus a nothing sym-
bol. The nothing symbol is an abstract shape

39

or a blank picture card that is never associated
with any referent. The learner gets nothing by
choosing this symbol and the trial starts over
again. This shows that it makes a diffeienoe which
of two symbols is chosen, but the task is made
easier because the learner has only to learn to
avoid the nothi symbol. The learner learns to
discriminate between symbols and how to use
symbols to communicate a choicein this case
a choice between something and nothing.

Tinneitimanional (left) and nothing (right)

(left) and nothing (right)

b. High- Venus Low-Preference Symbols. A more
difficult version of the two-symbol array pre-
sents one symbol for a highly preferred object
and one for a nonpreferred object or activity.
Now the individual must learn to discriminate
between two real symbols, but the importance
of the choice Is heightened, since choosing the
nonprefened symbol is not nearly as pleasant
as choosing the preferred one.
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Here the choice is between stets for u:dler-slutting (l4t) and a
vocational task Night).

Heir the choke is beftteen symbols far bubbles (left) and tooth-
brushing (tight).

c. Equally Preferred Symbols. Once you are sure
that the learner comprehends the symbols and
the concept of communicatilig choices, switch
to arrays of symbols for equally preferred items
or activities.

4. Orange the 'Type of Symbol. The last area for
change is the type or level of representation of the
symbol. You might experiment with this variable at
first to determine the most appropriate level of rep-
resentation to start with, but this should be the last
variable to change after the initial probes. It is more
important to train a learner to communicate as com-
petently and as spontaneously as possible, with a large
voarbulaN than to spend valuable time and energy
trying to teach the use of more abstract symbols.

Once an individual is ready to learn a new type
of symbol, move to a level of representation that
is more abstract, more conventional, and/or more
portable. All of these qualifications make a sym-
bol system more likely to be accepted and used by
the people in the learner's environment. lb make
symbols more portable, make t tem smaller and/or
place them on pages in a notebook that can be
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carried from activity to activity. If the meaning of
a symbol is not immediately obvious, add a
printed label so that anyone in the community can
understand the symbols.

Here is a series of symbols that one individual used
for hot dog. The series progresses from a very con-
crete symbol to one that is more abstract, smaller,
and more portable. The first symbol was a toy plas-
tic hot dog. This was replaced by a thermoform
impression of the hot dog shape, which was in
turn replaced by a shallower thermoform impres-
sion of the same shape. The shallower symbols
could be placed into a book of thermoform pages,
each containing the imp 2 of several symbols.

A provession of symbols for hot dog.

Long-Tenn Planning
Your goal should be to help a learner to move steadily
toward more abstract symbolic communication.
Soule learners may never achieve the use of abstract
symbols, and many will not follow the path that you
plan for them. But a plan is needed.

The figure on the next page represents possible paths
that a learner may take through three levels of com-
munication (presymbolic, concrete symbolic, and
abstract symbolic) via three alternative communica-
tion modes (three-dimensional symbols, two-dimen-
sional symbols, and gestural communication). Moving
toward the right across the chart, the symbol systems
become more conventional and portable. Moving
downward, the symbol systems become more
abstract, and thus more conventional. The learner
with functional vision has the potential to acquire
all three modes of communication. The learner
without sight will never use pictures to communicate,
but may use three-dimensional symbols and possibly
hand-in-hand manual signs or even Braille. Use the
figure on the following page to guid= long-term plan-
ning for individual learners.



Do not immediately abandon current modes of com-
munication when an individual appears ready to use
a more abstract mode. For instance, you may decide
to train an individual who communicates compe-
tently using tangible symbols to use manual sign
language. Pair the manual signs with tangible sym-
bols that the individual has already acquired, or
introduce a few manual signs for new vocabulary
items. Use the two modes simultaneously for a
period of time, with the goal of gradually replacing
the tangible symbol vocabulary with manual signs.
In some instances, however, two or more modes of
communication may be used indefinitely, so the indi-

Level of
Communication

Presymbolic
(Intentional)
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Abstract
Symbolic

vidual can communicate with as wide an audience
as possible.

In Appendix C are three forms for planning and
tracking individual student progress. The first form
is a list of questions that you should review as you
monitor student progress over time. Use the second
form to track weekly or monthly progress in terms
of the total number of symbols acquired, the type
of symbol, and the type and number of distractors
used. The third form is a vocabulary list for keeping
track of the specific symbols and referents that an
individual is learning or has learned to use.

itssible Symbol Training Sequences

Primitive and Conventional Gestures

3-Dimensional
Tangible
Symbols

Abstract
3-Dimensional Shapes

40

+

2-Dimensional
Tangible
Symbols

Symbolic
Gestures

Single
Printed
Words

Single

Manual

Signs

40

Braille Bliss- Print Manual
Language symbolics Language Sign

Language

(Tactual) (Visual) (Tactual
and Visual)

rn
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APPENDIX A
Tangible Symbols Pretest

Purpose
Use the following forms to structure the information
that will help you develop tangible symbol systems
for specific students. The first form (Level of Repre-
sentation Pretest) is for recording the learner's ability
to match objects to various levels of representation
of that object.

This form contains space to record performance on
matching tasks involving zero to two distractors, in
arrays of one to three items. It allows for the rele-
vant number of unique arrangements of items (one
arrangement for zero distractors, two arrangements
for one distractoz and three arrangements for two
distractors). Under each level of representation, three
lines allow for testing across three different items
(referents). Use the fourth line to calculate the percen-
tage of correct responses.

Use the second form (MultiTrial Probe Sheet) to
record data if you need to perk m in-depth probes.
For instance, you might want to t -obe performance
on a single type of symbol across aiultiple trials and
multiple referents.

Order of Testing
The Levels of Representation Pretest is arranged in
rough order from the most conventional and abstract
types of symbolic representations to the most non-
conventional and concrete types. Test in this order.
There is no need to probe to lower levels of represen-
tation if a student succeeds in tasks involving two-
dimensional symbols (photos, line drawings, abstract
graphics). Keep in mind the sensory abilities of your
studer13; there is no point in probing tasks that
require vision if your student has no functional vision.

Format
The basic format is to present an array of items to
the student and hold up the referent item to be
matched. The item should be a motivating one. If
the student responds correctly by somehow indicat-
ing the matching item, allow the student to mani-
pulate the object. When the student responds
incorrectly, show the correct response. Some students
may have the ability you are probing, but may not
understand the format of the task until yo,i have
demonstrated the correct response a few arses.

45

Testing Materials
Assemble testing materials in advance. Use highly
motivating materials, such as preferred foods and
leisure items that the student desires. Allow the stu-
dent to manipulate the selected item following a
correct response, so that the student's response is
a functional one that serves as a request.

Flexibility
These forms provide for only the most basic probes.
lb conduct a truly informative probe, you must be
flexible and imaginative. When a student fails, experi-
ment with the test format and record successes and
failures. Keep notes on the format changes you make.
The point is not to show what a student cannot do,
but to probe for any letrol of success that would indi-
cate a starting point frcia which to train the use of
symbol systems.

Try these variations if the suggested formats do not
work:

Adjust the spacing of item array, moving items fur-
ther apart or closer together
Use larger or smaller items.
Experiment with the position of the array in rela-
tion to the student. Move items closer to or fur-
ther away from the student. Adjust the height of
the array. Move items to either side of the student
to allow for visual field problems.
Experiment with using highly nonpreferred
distractors. Try using blank cards as distractors for
photos or line drawings.
Try holding up the symbol, rather than the referent,
and have student select the matching referent from
an array of referents rather than an array of symbols.

If the student succeeds with two distractors, probe
larger numbers of distractors.

Additional Observations
Read the following questions before conducting this
test and use your observations of the student's skills
as shown in daily classroom activities, during other
testing, and during your probes of format changes
to answer as many questions as you can. Finish this
section in as much detail as you can after completing
the necessary testing.

so



Student__
lbster
Date__

Levels of Representation Pretest

1. Level of representation. What level of represen-
tation (type of symbol) is the student able to
associate with items in the environment?

Black-and-white line drawings
Colored line drawings
Photographs
Symbols sharing only one or two
features with referent
Partial or associated objects
Mir' datureigiant objects
Identical objects

Maximum size of array. From how large an array
is the student able to correctly select a symbol?
If the student succeeded with two distractersym-
bols, did you probe for success with larger
numbers of distractors? If so:

What was the largest number of distractors
probed?
What was the largest number of distractors
with which student performed successfully?

3. type of distracter items. Are the distractors used
equally familiar or of equal preference to the stu-
dent? How does familiarity or preference affect
student performance?
Indicate if performance unproved with any of the
following types of distractors:

Unfamiliar items
Nonpreferred items (or symbols)
Blank cards (for line drawings or
photos)
Objects placed on cards (as borders)
Other (

4. Indicating or selecting response. What is the
predominant indicating response?

Grasp and hold
Extend to tester
Extend to matching item
Touch
Point
Eye gaze
Other (

S. Scanning skills. How are the student's
scanning skills in close visual field ot if appro-
priate, tactual field? Does student:

Visually attend to array?
Visually scan right -most of three items?
Visually scan center of three items?
Visually scan left-most of three items?
'llIctually explore gray?
Thctually scan right-most of three items?
Tactually scan center of three items?
Tactually scan left-most of three items?

If uncertain, analyze pretest data to determine the
percent of correct responses for symbols placed in
the left, right, or center position within the array. For
example, if 80 percent of all correct responses
occurred when the correct symbol was to the left in
a three-symbol array, it is questionable whether the
student is scanning to the right.

6. Positioning of stimulus items. Do your obser-
vations suggest an optimal position for stimulus
items? Record any comments relevant to position-
ing, such as:

Optimal distance from student
Optimal height of array (from table, floor,
or wheelchair tray)
Visual field limitations of student
Optimal spacing of stimulus items

For example, if the student had difficulty when sym-
bols were placed flat on the table, did you then
present them in a semi-upright position? Did per-
formance change when array was moved closer to
or farther from student? Should items in array be
spaced closer together or farther apart?

7. Size of items. At first, test students using items
that do not tax their perceptual skills. The first
question to answer is whether the student com-
prehends the relationship between one type of
item and another. Once you have established that
a student does understand the association
between, say, line drawings and objects, and that
this is the highest level of representation
available, experiment to see how small a line
drawing the student is capable of discriminating.

Specify the smallest size and type of item with
which student succeeded (e.g., 2-inch square
photographs).

(1) 1990 by Chatty Rowland and Philip Schweiged. I Thu par (nay be reproduced for adadniarsadoe use.
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Levels of Representation Pretest
Student
Date__ Tester

!ype of Symbol Referent
(Level of Re y ntation) Items

Array of Symbols
(+ symbol for referent;

symbol for distneor)
+ 4- + Dist= UsedlConurInts

Black-and-white
line drawing

Colored line drawing 2

3

Photograph

Symbol sharing only
one or two features
with referent
(e.g., size, shape,
color, texture)

Partial or associated
object
(e.g., a wheel for a
toy car)

Miniature/giant object
(e.g., a doll's spoon
for a real spoon)

Identical object
2

3

correct

correct

© WOO by Clarity Itremdand End Philip Schweigert. I Ibis cur my be raynxinced bar administrative um.
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Between-Activities Data Sheet

Student
Date__ Tester

1. INDICATE TERMINATION of activity

Cue:

Response-

2. ACCESS SYMBOL array

Cue.

Response-

Symbols

3. MORE SYMBOL for terminated activity

Cue:

Response:

4. SEI.ECT SYMBOL

Cue:

Response:

5. DISPLAY SYMBOL

Cue:

Response:

6, COMPREHEND SYMBOL

Cue.

Response:

55
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srEp

Within-Activities Data Sheet
Student
Activity

Date Thster

KEY SELECT symbol Cue

Response

DISPLAY symbol Cue

Response

COMPREHEND symbol Cue

Response



APPENDIX C
Forms for Planning and Tracking

Student Progress



On the next pages are furms for recording the learner's vocabulary of symbols and
for tracking the learner's progress in using symbols. Use the data you collect to answer
the following questions. Adjust the program accordingly.

Shortatrm Planning Process

1. Has a criterion been met?

If yes, are changes within the program needed in any of these areas?
Indicating response
Level of assistance
Generalization
Communicative function

If criterion has not been met, consider these questions:

Does the learner's level of representational understanding need further
assessment?

Is there a more motivating context for training (e.g., snack vs. work)?

2. Where can new vocabulary be trained, and what will that new vocabulary be?

3. Is it time to add distractor symbols to the array? If so, will they be:

Equally preferred symbols?
High- versus low-preference symbols?
Nothing symbols?

4. Is the learner ready to move to more abstract symbols?
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Tangible Symbols Vocabulary List
Student

Symbols for Activities

Symbols for Individual Items, People, Concepts, etc.

Context: Context:

ate S Activi Date Symbol Meaning Date Symbol Meaning__

Context:

61

Date Symbol

Context-
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Appendix D
Results from the Tangible Symbols Project

The strategies documented in this manual are the
product of a two-year investigation of the use of
tangible symbols by students with dual sensory
impairments. 'The project involved assessment, inter-
vention, and evaluation components. Intervention
varied from student to student, depending upon the
needs of the students and their teachers; it ranged
from consultation with teachers and speech path-
ologists to the provision of direct training. All inter-
vention programs embedded communication
training within frrictiol..11 contexts, such as snack,
leisure, or vocational activities. In no case was com-
munication trained in isolated therapy sessions.

The data systems used to monitor student progress
are described below, with summary data for each
source. The use of objects as symbols is so novel that
available communication assessment instruments do
not accommodate it. Therefore, these instruments are
extremely conservative measures of project impact.
The direct acqtrisition data for individual students
more accurately reflect the impact of the project.

Measures of Overall Development
The Wisconsin Behavior Rating Scale (Song et al.
1981) specifically gauges overall development in indi-
viduals with severe disabilities or deaf-blindness. The
scale was administered on a yearly basis. The
subscale that was expected to be most sensitive to
project impact was the Expressive Language Sub-
scale. Table 1 shows pre- and post-project scores for
this subscale. The maximum possible score is 76.

TABLE 1

Expressive Language Subscale Score (WBRS)

he Post
C.B. 13 14
L . L . 11 22
C L . 14 32
S B . 10 30
B . R 18 34
"'.E. 23 24
A . W. 22 35
M J . 9 24
J . T. 9 13

Measures of Communicative
Development
The Callier-Azusa Scale-H (Stillman and Battle 1986)
specifically evaluates communicative behavior in
individuals with dual sensory impairments. The two
subscales that were expected to be most sensitive to
project impact were those entitled "Representational
and Symbolic Development "and "Development of
Intentional Communication." lhbles 2 and 3 show
pre- and post-project scores (total number of
mastered plus emerging items) for each student. The
total numbers of items on the two subscales are 63
and 35, respectively.

TABLE 2

Representational and Symbolic Development (Callier4I)

Pre Rut
C . B .

L . L .

C . L .

S . B .

B R
T. E .

A.W.
M . J .

T. T.

20
21
31
42
41
24
39
19
13

TABLE 3

Development of Intentional Communication (Callier-H)

Pre

C . B . 16
L . L . 15
C . L . 29
S . B . 17
B R . 27
T. E . 19
A .W . 21
M J . 16
J . T. 12

6=iMIIIIIIM1111111gt

Post

Direct Measures of Student Progress
The most direct measure of communication skill
acquisition is the number of tangible symbols that
the students acquired over the course of the project.
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Communication options for j .,ur clients who use augmentative devices . . .

PARTNERS IN AUGMLNTATIVE COMMUNICATION TRAINING (PACT) (1 )
by Delve M. Culp, M.A., CCC-SLP and Margaret Carlisle, M.S., CCC-SLP

Create more rewarding conversation between child augmentative technique users
and their communication partners whether it be parents, teachers, or siblings. This
fieldtested resource fncludes guidelines for assessment and intervention, discussions
about communication behaviors as Nell as pyschological implications of
augmentations. Catalog No. 7552 $29.95

SELF-TALK: Communication Boards for Children and Adults (1 )
by Janice A. Johnson, M.S., CCC-SLP

You can save hours of time spent constructing language boards for nonverbal clients.
They five communication boards provide clear, colorful, and appealing pictures on
a flexible vinyl-like material. You can easily wipe this surface clean for continued use.
The vocabularies presented on the boards are developmentally sequenced, for early
preschoolers through adults. Catalog No 7347-Y $29.95

SELF-TALK STICKERS (1988) by Janice A. Johnson, M.S., CCC-SLP
Use these pressure-sensitive pictures as a supplement to your work with clients using
augmentative devices. You'll get two sets of 13 full-color sticker sheets and one set
of 13 black-and-white sticker sheets-441 different stickers in all! Blank stickers are
include on some sheets to use for client's personal photographs or drawings. Use
these stickers alone or with Self-Talk Communication Boards.

Catalog No. 7607-Y $49

ORDER FORM

Chip to:

Please check here if this is a permanent address change.
Please note previous zip code
Telephone ( work home

Payment options:

My personal check is enclosed. Please add l0 or shipping and
handling.

My school / clinic I hospital purchase order is enclosed.
P. O. #
Please add 10% for shipping and handling.

Charge to my credit card. Please add 10% for shipping and luitulling.
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Artrmta residents add sales tax.
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MONEY BACK GUARANTEE .4 -fin- purchasing, you'll have 90 days of oak-
free evaluation. If you're not corn tely satisfied, return your order within 90
days for a full refund of the purchase price. NO QUESTIONS ASKED'
Thank you for your order!
Sc rid your order form to:

Communication Skill Builders
3830 E. Bellevue / P.O. Box 42050 Y
Tucson, Arizona 85733
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Because theythey are abstract, speech, sign language, and the written
word are beyond the abilities of many people who have severe
communication deficits. Dual sensory impairments, severe cognitive
impairments, and other disabilities can limit clients to only the most
fundamental presymbolic gestures.

Tangible Symbol Systems bridges the gap between natural gestures
and abstract symbolic communication. The manual and accompanying
video program show how you can help clients with autism, severe
mental retardation, or severe sensory or developmental disabilitiesor
a combination of disabilitieslearn to express needs and wants, make
choices, and fallow a schedule of activities.

The techniques are appropriate for all ages and settings, including:
Infants in the home
Children and youth in educational programs
Adults in rehabilitation and at work

Presented in a dear, step-by-step format, Tangible Symbol Systems
can open the door to self-expression for many of your most severely
limited clients.

unicationCommBuilders

3830 E BetievuotP,O, Box 42055
Tucson, Arizona 85733
(602) 323-7500 6 8

Item 46865

ISBN 0-88450-462-X
Catalo, :Jo. 7638
Printed in the U.SA.


